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The word ‘Landfall’ refers to the arrival on land from the sea and also the instability of the land itself within a 
landslide or rockfall. 
 
Landfall brings together new work by David Rickard to offer re-readings of our place between fluid 
boundaries, navigating our shifting status within ocean currents, political turmoil, and quantum waves. 
In constant movement across the gallery floor ‘Flotsam’ is a flock of world mapped globes, migrating from 
wall to wall as they pivot on their polar axis before colliding with each other and ricocheting in new 
directions. With the globes originating from different locations and eras, they embody an array of world 
views. However, beyond the multiple cultures and histories imprinted on their surfaces is the suggestion of 
multiple worlds existing in parallel. In the 1950’s Hugh Everett proposed the ‘Many Worlds Interpretation’ to 
reconcile incompatible elements of quantum physics. This novel, yet possible, theory proposes that all 
possible outcomes of quantum measurements are physically realised in some “world” or universe. As such, 
our reality is perhaps just one of many parallel and constantly splitting universes [1]. 
 
The splitting of realities feels like an increasingly lived experience with respective news coverage from 
nation states constructing strikingly different scenarios from the same events. Meanwhile the UK is also 
living through its own narrative as we adjust to a new, more politically distant relationship with Europe. The 
fluid nature of borders and the restricted movement of people and goods is explored within the ‘Channels’ 
watercolours. Made using water from the narrowest point in the Channel, these paintings combine 
depictions of the sea at the point where the samples were collected. Overlaid with text abstracted from UK 
newspaper headlines during the height of Brexit negotiations, new and multiple readings are carried by the 
words as they float, detached from their original articles, adrift on choppy water. 
 
Thinking further about boundaries, trade and misgovernance, ‘Empire’ an original 1865 map of the British 
territory has been carefully erased so that the land masses and trade routes become faint memories 
between the remaining oceans that connect them. As history has shown, Empires are perhaps more fluid 
than the oceans that helped create them. While working with water more locally, the large monochrome 
‘Night-shift’ draws its moisture directly from the gallery air during the nightly labour of a dehumidifier. Tinted 
with black pigment the extracted water is painted daily onto a canvas, gradually darkening the painting with 
each layer of liquid captured from the gallery environment and its visitors until the exhibition closes and the 
work is complete. 
 
‘We move in circles’ traces the flow of aluminium in a looping orbit made by bicycle tire marks in sand. After 
forming the tire tracks, the bicycle has been disassembled, melted, and poured into the sand impression to 
trace its previous movement. This self-reflexive loop of material brings us full circle to the orbits within 
which we exist, from our daily routines and the revolution of our planet to the spin of quantum particles 
upon which all matter is built [2].  
  
Landfall questions our perception of place within the interwoven narratives of science and politics. It is a 
boundary in flux between the constant movement of waves and the sudden jolt when gravity shakes our 
foundations. 
 
 
 
[1] Quantum systems exist in superpositions (waveforms), however when a measurement is made, the wave function collapses - from an observer's 
perspective - to just one of the basis states, and the property being measured uniquely acquires a particular state. Everett didn’t agree that 
measurement causes quantum matter to stop behaving in multiple forms. Instead, he argued that observation creates a split in the universe and 
therefore all possible outcomes are physically realised.  
[2] Quantum particles have an intrinsic angular momentum component known as ‘spin’, ( i.e., electrons are either ½ positive or ½ negative spin) 
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DAVID RICKARD        
 
David Rickard is a New Zealand born artist who 
lives and works in London, UK. Following a  
degree in architecture he went on to study art at  
Accademia di Brera in Milan and Central Saint Martins 
in London. His original studies in architecture have had  
a lasting impact on his art practice. Through a process- 
based practice his works investigate the inherent material  
properties of our surrounding environment and the  
spatial relationships between people, objects and  
architecture. 
 
Constantly moving along a fine line between sculpture 
and performance, art and physics, Rickard’s work  
engages the viewer as an active player. Once the artist 
has established a trajectory, a combination of necessity 
and chance takes place, making the ordinary extraordinary  
and generating new readings of our surroundings. 
 
Solo exhibitions include A circle called Zero,  
curated by Rubén Díaz, No Lugar, Quito, Ecuador, 2021; 
Foreign Bodies, Copperfield, London (2020); Beyond Sight  
Within Grasp, UCL, London (2020); Echoes from the Sound  
Barrier, Ashburton Art, New Zealand (2019); We are all  
Astronauts, Otto Zoo, Milan (2017); 0, Copperfield London, 
London (2016); A Bag of Atoms, Balzer Projects, Basel   
(2016); Myriad, Site specific installation with CORD, Snape   
Maltings (2016); Out of Sorts, Copperfield off-site, Rotterdam 
(2015); What you know is not what you see, Canal 05,   
Brussels (2014); Vanishing Point, Sumarria Lunn, London 
(2013); Displacements, Galleria Michela Rizzo, Venice   
(2012); Time + Trace, Sumarria Lunn Gallery, London (2011);  
Test Flights, Economist Plaza, London (2010); Mitosis,  
Michela Rizzo, Treviso (2009). 
 
Selected group shows include 'In the Air' at Wellcome  
Collection, London, (in)visibile fields / Space as energy, 
Michela Rizzo, Venice, Italy, Inaspettatamente (Unexpectedly), 
Cloud Seven,Frederic de Goldschmidt Collection, Brussels  
(2021); Not Painting,Copperfield, London (2021); Brief  
Encounters 21, curated by Chris Driessen & Steven 
Vandervelden, Lustwarande, NL (2021); Mountain Scenarios,  
Museo Nazionale della Montagna, Turin (2021); The Feuilleton: 
I Will Bear Witness, curated by Jo Melvin,Edicola Feuilleton,  
Spoleto & Macro Museo, Rome & Edicola, Santa Maria in  
Trastevere, curated by Vittoria Bonifatti (2021); Reflections, 
Galleria Michella Rizzo, Venice (2021); PORÖS, Sculplobe e.V,  
Berlin (2021); Reset. Instructions to begin in a new present, 
TACA, Palma Mallorca, curated by Aina Pomar (2021);  
Lucht, Kranenburgh Museum, Bergen, Netherlands (2020);  
Encounters 20, Lustwarande, Tilburg, Netherlands 
(2020); Welcome Home! curated by Rebecca Pelly-Fry, 
Elephant West, London (2019); Soglie e Confini curated 
by Elena Forin and Michaela Rizzo, Venice (2019); Trellis  
curated by Sam Wilkinson, UCL East, London (2019); 
₡ U R R € ₦ ₡ ¥ curated by Lucie Fontaine, NOME, Berlin 
(2019); Light-footed light fingered, Ryder Projects, London 
(2019)  
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1. In the balance, 2022 
Channel water and ink on paper 
Paper size 76 x 56 cm 
Painted area 39 x 29 cm 
 

2. salvage deal, 2022 
Channel water and ink on paper 
Paper size 76 x 56 cm 
Painted area 39 x 29 cm 

 
3. BARBED WIRE, 2022 

Channel water and ink on paper 
Paper size 76 x 56 cm 
Painted area 39 x 29 cm 

 
4. extra mile, 2022 

Channel water and ink on paper 
Paper size 76 x 56 cm 
Painted area 39 x 29 cm 

 
5. Night Shift, 2022 

Moisture extracted from the gallery air  
and pigment on canvas 
140 x 210 cm 

 
6. Empire, 2022 

Erased original 1865 map of the ‘British Empire, 
showing Commercial Routes of the World and 
Ocean Currents’ 
42 x 56 cm 

 
7. We move in circles, 2022 

Aluminium from bicycle frame, wheels and 
components cast into its own wheel tracks 
210 x 210 x 4cm 

 
8. Flotsam, 2022 

Self-rolling globes 
Dimensions variable 
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